
In 1927, this brewery's founder helped establish an 
enameled tank company with the goal of quality 
improvements for the brewing industry; in 1938, the
company joined the sake-brewing industry as well. The 
name "Chojazakari" represents the brewery's efforts to 
brew sake that is as excellent as a "choja," or upstanding 
role model. With its snowy winters, Ojiya City makes the 
perfect brewing environment, helping this brewery to make 
crisp, dry sake with an underlying richness. In recognition of 
the brewery's consistent excellence over the first ten years of 
the Kan Sake Award, in 2018, Niigata Meijo was selected as a 
Tenth Anniversary Superior Kan Sake Brewery.

長者盛 新潟銘醸

Yamadanishiki rice is 
carefully polished down 
to just 35% of its original 
mass, then brewed 
through the harsh 
Niigata winter by an 
Echigo-toji master 
brewer, to create a 
masterpiece.
Enjoy its elegant aroma 
and clean, refreshing 
flavor.

More Infomation
Spesific designation：

Daiginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：

Yamadanishiki
Polished rice ratio：35%

Sake meter value： +3

Chojazakari

Hegi Soba noodles

Mail meijyo@sake-no-choja.com

美禄 長者盛 大吟醸
Miroku Chojazakari Daiginjo

Featured Sake Food Pairing
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Niigata Meijo Co., Ltd.

In Ojiya City, soba 
noodles have long been 
a popular side dish to 
serve with drinks.
Specifically, Hegi Soba 
noodles. These noodles 
are made with a sea 
plant called funori, 
which serves as a 
binder to give them their 
distinctively firm texture.

Its elegant aroma 
and clean flavor 
make this sake ideal 
for serving chilled 
alongside Japanese 
cuisine prepared to 
make the most of the 
ingredients.
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社屋の写真

Syochu Honyara

・ Niigata meijo Co., Ltd. Online shop http://niigata-meijo.com/shop/ （Japanese site only）

杜氏
星野 敦 氏

Toji
(local guild of master sake brewer)

Hoshino  Atsushi

URL http://www.niigata-meijo.com/en/

Umeshu liqueur made with 
Shirokaga ume plums 
steeped in the brewery's 
own rice shochu, and 
sweetened with fruit sugar.

Umeshu liqueur Yuyu

A pleasant and clean-tasting 
rice shochu developed with 
the techniques used to make 
sake.
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